Lexical semantic models provide robust performance for question answering, but, in general, can only capitalize on direct evidence seen during training. For example, monolingual alignment models acquire term alignment probabilities from semistructured data such as question-answer pairs; neural network language models learn term embeddings from unstructured text. All this knowledge is then used to estimate the semantic similarity between question and answer candidates. We introduce a higher-order formalism that allows all these lexical semantic models to chain direct evidence to construct indirect associations between question and answer texts, by casting the task as the traversal of graphs that encode direct term associations. Using a corpus of 10,000 questions from Yahoo! Answers, we experimentally demonstrate that higher-order methods are broadly applicable to alignment and language models, across both word and syntactic representations. We show that an important criterion for success is controlling for the semantic drift that accumulates during graph traversal. All in all, the proposed higher-order approach improves five out of the six lexical semantic models investigated, with relative gains of up to +13% over their first-order variants.
Introduction
Open-domain question answering (QA), which finds short textual answers to natural language questions, is often viewed as the successor to keyword search (Etzioni, 2011) and one of the most difficult and widely applicable end-user applications of natural language processing (NLP). From syntactic parsing, discourse processing, and lexical semantics, QA necessitates a level of functionality across a variety of topics that make it a natural, yet challenging, proving ground for many aspects of NLP. Here, we address a particularly challenging QA subtask: open-domain nonfactoid QA, where queries take the form of complex questions (e.g., manner or How questions), and answers range from single sentences to entire paragraphs. Because this task is so complex and large in scope, current state-of-the-art opendomain systems perform at only about 30% P@1, or answering roughly one out of three questions correctly (Jansen et al., 2014) .
In this paper we focus on answer ranking (AR), a key component of non-factoid QA that focuses on ordering candidate answers based on the likelihood that they capture the information needed to answer a question. Unlike keyword search, Berger (2000) observed that lexical matching methods are generally insufficient for QA, where questions and answers often have little to no lexical overlap (as in the case of Where should we go for breakfast? and Zoe's Diner has great pancakes). Previous work has shown that lexical semantics (LS) models are well suited to bridging this "lexical chasm", and at least two flavors of lexical semantics have been successfully applied to QA. The first treats QA as a monolingual alignment problem, learning associations between words (or other structures) that appear in question-answer pairs (Surdeanu et al., 2011; Yao et al., 2013) . The second computes the semantic similarity between question and answer using language models acquired from relevant texts (Yih et al., 2013; Jansen et al., 2014) .
Here we argue that while these models begin to bridge the "lexical chasm", many still suffer from sparsity and only capitalize on direct evidence. Returning to our example question, if we also train on the QA pair What goes well with pancakes? and hashbrowns and toast, we can use the indirect association between breakfast -pancakes and pancakes -hashbrowns to locate additional answers for where to visit for breakfast, including Regee's has the best hashbrowns in town.
We can represent LS models as a graph, as in Figure 1 . For a word-based alignment model, the graph nodes represent individual words, and the (directed) edges capture the likelihood of a word w a appearing in a gold answer given word w q in the question. Grounding this in our example, w 1 may represent breakfast, w 2 pancakes, and w 4 hashbrowns. For a language model, the edges capture the similarity of contexts between the words in the nodes. For both alignment and language model graphs, we observe that semantic association between two words (or structures) stored in the nodes can be determined by investigating the different paths that connect these two nodes, even when they are not directly connected.
We call this class of models higher-order lexical models, in contrast to the first-order lexical models introduced in previous work, which rely only on direct evidence to estimate association strength. For example, all alignment models in previous work can estimate P (w q |w a ), i.e., the probability of generating the question word w q if the answer contains the word w a , only if this pair has been seen at least once in training. On the other hand, our approach can estimate P (w q |w a ) from indirect evidence, e.g., from chaining two distinct question/answer pairs that contain the words (w q , w i ) and (w i , w a ), respectively.
The contributions of this work are:
1. This is the first work to our knowledge that proposes higher-order LS models for QA. We show that an important criterion for success is controlling for the semantic drift that accumulates in the graph traversal paths, which plagues traditional random walk algorithms. For example, we empirically demonstrate that paths up to a length of three are generally beneficial, but longer paths hurt or do not improve performance.
2. We show that a variety of LS models and representations, including alignment and language models, over both words and syntactic structures, can be adapted to the proposed higher-order formalism. In this latter respect we introduce a novel syntax-based variant of the neural network language model (NNLM) of Mikolov et al. (2013) that models syntactic dependencies rather than words, which allows it to capture knowledge that is complementary to that of word-based NNLMs.
3. The training process for alignment models requires a large corpus of QA pairs. Due to these resource requirements, we evaluate our higher-order LS models on a community question answering (CQA) task (Wang et al., 2009; Jansen et al., 2014) across thousands of how questions, and show that most higher-order models perform significantly better than their first-order variants.
4. We demonstrate that language models and alignment models capture complementary information, and can be combined to improve the performance of the CQA system for manner questions.
Related Work
We focus on statistical LS methods for opendomain QA, in particular CQA tasks, such as the ones driven by Yahoo! Answers datasets (Wang et al., 2009; Jansen et al., 2014) . Berger et al. (2000) were the first to propose a statistical LS model to "bridge the lexical chasm" between questions and answers for a QA task. Building off this work, a number of LS models using either words or other syntactic and semantic structures have been proposed for QA (Echihabi and Marcu, 2003; Soricut and Brill, 2006; Riezler et al., 2007; Surdeanu et al., 2011; Yao et al., 2013; Jansen et al., 2014) , or related tasks, such as semantic textual similarity (Sultan et al., 2014) . However, all of these models fall into the class of first-order models. To our knowledge, this work is the first to investigate higher-order LS models for QA, which can take advantage of indirect evidence, i.e., the "neighbors of neighbors" in the association graph.
Second-order lexical models have recently been brought to bear on a variety of other NLP tasks. Zapirain et al. (2013) use a second-order model based on distributional similarity (Lin, 1998) to improve a selectional preference model, and Lee et al. (2012) use a similar approach for coreference resolution. Our work expands on these ideas with models of arbitrary order, an approach to control semantic drift, and an application to QA.
This work falls under the larger umbrella of algorithms for graph-based inference, which have been successfully applied to other NLP and information retrieval problems, such as relation extraction (Chakrabarti and Agarwal, 2006; Chakrabarti, 2007; Lao and Cohen, 2010) , inference over knowledge bases (Lao et al., 2011) , name disambiguation (Minkov et al., 2006) , and search (Bhalotia et al., 2002; Tong et al., 2006) . While many of these approaches use random walk algorithms, in pilot experiments we observed that random walks, such as PageRank (PR) (Page et al., 1999) , tend to accumulate semantic drift from the originating node because they consider all possible paths in the graph. This semantic drift reduces the quality of the higher-order associations, which impacts QA performance. Here we implement a conservative graph traversal algorithm, similar in spirit to the "cautious bootstrapping" algorithm of Yarowsky (Whitney and Sarkar, 2012; Yarowsky, 1995) . By constraining the traversal paths, our algorithm runs two orders of magnitude faster than PR, while controlling for semantic drift.
Approach
The architecture of our proposed QA framework is illustrated in Figure 2 . Here we evaluate both firstorder and higher-order LS models in the context of community question answering (CQA), using a large dataset of QA pairs from Yahoo! Answers 1 . We use a standard CQA evaluation task (Jansen et al., 2014) , where one must rank a set of usergenerated answers to a given question, such that the community-selected best answer appears in the top position. More specifically, for a given question, the candidate retrieval (CR) component fetches all its community-generated answers from the answer collection, and gives each answer candidate an initial ranking using shallow informa- tion retrieval scoring. 2 These answer candidates are then passed on to the answer reranking component, the focus of this work.
The answer reranking (AR) component analyzes the answer candidates using more expensive techniques to extract first-order and higher-order LS features, and these features are then used in concert with a learning framework to rerank the candidates and elevate correct answers to higher positions. For the learning framework, we use SVM rank , a variant of Support Vector Machines for structured output adapted to ranking problems. 3 In addition to these features, each reranker also includes a single feature containing the score of each candidate, as computed by the above candidate retrieval component. 4
First-Order Lexical Models
We next introduce a series of first-order LS models, which serve as the foundation for the higherorder models discussed in the next section.
Neural Network Language Models
Inspired by previous work (Yih et al., 2013; Jansen et al., 2014) , we adapt the word2vec NNLM of Mikolov et al. (2013) to this QA task. In particular, we use their skip-gram model with hierarchical sampling. This model predicts the context of a word given the word itself, and through this process embeds words into a latent conceptual space with a fixed number of dimensions. Consequently, related words tend to have vector representations that are close to each other in this space. This type of predictive algorithm has been found to perform considerably better than count-based approaches to distributional similarity on a variety of semantic tasks (Baroni et al., 2014) .
We derive four LS measures from these vectors, which are then are included as features in the reranker. The first is a measure of the overall similarity of the question and answer candidate, which is computed as the cosine similarity between two composite vectors. These composite vectors are assembled by summing the vectors for individual question (or answer candidate) words, and re-normalizing this composite vector to unit length. 5 In addition to this overall similarity score, we compute the pairwise similarities between each word in the question and answer candidates, and include as features the average, minimum, and maximum pairwise similarities.
Alignment Models
Berger et al. (2000) showed that learning questionto-answer transformations using a statistical machine translation (SMT) model begins to "bridge the lexical chasm" between questions and answers. We build upon this observation, using the IBM Model 1 (Brown et al., 1993) variant of Surdeanu et al. (2011) to determine the probability that a question Q is a translation of an answer A, P (Q|A):
where the probability that the question term q is generated from answer A, P (q|A), is smoothed using the prior probability that the term q is generated from the entire collection of answers C, P ml (q|C). P ml (q|A) is computed as the sum of the probabilities that the question term q is a translation of any answer term a, T (q|a), weighted by the probability that a is generated from A. The translation table for T (q|a) is computed using GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) .
Similar to Surdeanu et al. (2011) we: (a) set P ml (q|C) to a small value for out-of-vocabulary words; (b) modify the T (.|.) distributions to guarantee that the probability of translating a word to itself, i.e., T (w|w), is highest (Murdock and Croft, 2005) ; and (c) tune the smoothing parameter λ on a development corpus.
QA systems generally use the above model to determine the global alignment probability between a given question and answer candidate, P (Q|A). A novel contribution of our work is that we also use the alignment model's probability distributions (from a source word to destination words) as distributed representations for source words, based on the observation that words with similar alignment distributions are likely to have a similar meaning. Formally, we denote the alignment vector representation for the ith word in the vocabulary as w(i), and define the jth entry in the vector as w(i) j = T (word j |word i ), where T (.|.) is the translation probability distribution from Eq. 3. That is, the jth entry of the vector for word i is the conditional probability of seeing word j in a question, given that word i was seen in a corresponding answer. The vector for each word then represents a discrete (conditional) probability distribution. To compare two words, we use the square root of the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) between their conditional distributions. 6 Let m(i, j) be the element-wise average of the vectors w(i) and w(j), that is (w(i) + w(j))/2, and let K(w, v) be the Kullback-Leibler divergence between distributions (represented as vectors) w and v:
where |V | is the vocabulary size (and the dimensionality of w). Then the distance between words i and j is
We derive four additional LS features from these alignment vector representations, which parallel the features derived from the NNLM vector representations ( §4.1). The first is the JSD between the composite alignment vectors for the question and the answer candidate, where the composite is constructed by summing the vectors for individual question (or answer candidate) words, and dividing by the number of vectors summed. We also generate features from the average, minimum, and maximum pairwise JSD between words in the question and words in the answer candidate. In practice, we have found that the addition of these four features considerably improves the performance of all alignment models investigated for the QA task. Surdeanu et al. (2011) demonstrated that alignment models can readily capitalize on representations other than words, including representations of syntax. Here we expand on their work and explore three syntactic variations of the alignment and NNLM models. For these models we make use of collapsed syntactic dependencies with processed CC complements (de Marneffe et al., 2006) , extracted from the Annotated English Gigaword (Napoles et al., 2012) .
Modeling Syntactic Structures
The first model is a straightforward adaptation of the alignment model in §4.2, where the representations of questions and answers are changed from bags of words to "bags of syntactic dependencies" (Surdeanu et al., 2011) . That is, the terms to be aligned (q and a in Eq. 1 to 3) become head, label, dependent dependencies, such as eat, dobj, pancakes , rather than words. The motivation behind this change is that it allows the model to align simple propositions rather than words, which are a more accurate representation of the information encoded in the question. While tuning on the development set of questions we found that unlabeled dependencies, which ignore the middle term in the above tuples, performed better than labeled dependencies, possibly due to the sparsity of the labeled dependencies. As such, all our dependency alignment models use unlabeled dependencies.
The second model adapts the idea of working with bags of syntactic dependencies, instead of bags of words, to NNLMs, and builds an LM over dependencies rather than words. However, because the NNLM embeddings are generated from context, we must find a consistent ordering of dependencies that maintains contextual information. Here we order dependencies using a depth-first, left-to-right traversal of the dependency graph originating at the predicate or root node. 7 Figure 3 shows an example of such a traversal, which results in the following ordering (using unlabeled dependencies): (6) be time time the time same be country country no be should be business business the business concealing concealing history history its The model uses the default word2vec implementation to compute the term embeddings. To our knowledge, this syntax-driven extension of NNLMs is novel.
During tuning we compared the labeled and unlabeled dependency representations against an NNLM model using traditional bigrams (where words are paired based on their linear order, i.e., without any syntactic motivation). Again, we found that unlabeled dependencies outperformed surface bigrams and labeled dependencies.
Lastly, we also evaluate the recent NNLM model proposed by Levy and Goldberg (2014a) , who modified the word2vec embedding procedure to include context derived from dependencies, arguing that this embedding model encodes functional similarity better than Mikolov et al.'s unigram surface structure model. It is important to note that while in our syntactic NNLM model the LM terms are (lexicalized unlabeled) syntactic dependency tuples, in Levy and Goldberg's model the LM terms are still words, but the context is driven by syntax instead of surface structure.
Higher-order lexical models
The first-order models we have just described make use of the direct evidence seen in training data to create associations between words (or dependencies). Unfortunately this training data is often quite sparse, and while it may be possible to exhaustively create training data with broad coverage for artificially narrow domains such as things to eat for breakfast, this quickly becomes intractable for larger domains. To mitigate this sparsity, here we propose a method that identifies associations that were not explicitly seen during training. Returning to our example in §1, had an alignment model learned the associations breakfast -pancakes and pancakes -hashbrowns, the model should be able to make use of the indirect association between breakfast -hashbrowns to further "bridge the lexical chasm", and identify answer candidates containing the word hashbrowns to the question Where is a good place to eat breakfast?
At first glance, algorithms such as PageRank (Page et al., 1999) appear to offer an attractive and intuitive method to determine the association between arbitrary nodes in a weighted graph by modeling a random walk to convergence (from any given starting node). As we show in Section 6, we have found that these methods quickly accumulate semantic drift (McIntosh, 2010) , because: (a) they run to convergence, i.e., they traverse paths of arbitrary length, and (b) they explore the entire association space encoded in the neighborhood graph, both of which introduce considerable noise. For example, by chaining even small numbers of direct associations, such as breakfast -pancakes, pancakes -hashbrowns, hashbrowns -potato, and potato -field, a model that does not control for semantic drift may be tempted to answer questions about breakfast venues with answers that discuss wheat fields or soccer fields. Thus, keeping these indirect associations short and on-context is critical for QA.
Based on the above observations, here we outline a general method for creating higher-order lexical semantic models that incorporate simple measures to control for semantic drift, and demonstrate how to apply it to both alignment graph representations and the distributed vector space representations of a NNLM. Our method relies on two general properties of the first-order LS models: (a) all models include a distributed representation for each term 8 that is encoded as a vector (e.g., for NNLMs this is a term's embedding in vector space, and for alignment models this is a vector of alignment probabilities from a given answer term to all possible question terms), and (b) models de-fine a pairwise function that assigns a lexical similarity score between pairs of directly connected terms (e.g., for NNLMs this is the cosine similarity of the corresponding term embeddings, and for alignment models this is given directly by T (q|a), from Equation 3).
Intuitively, we incorporate indirect evidence in our models by averaging the distributed representation of a term t with the distributed representations of its neighbors, i.e., those terms with highest lexical similarity to t. To control for semantic drift we consider: (a) only the k most similar neighbors to the current term, and (b) short paths in the association graph, e.g., neighbors of neighbors but no further. For example, for a secondorder model, we construct this new vector representation for each node in the graph by averaging the vector of the node itself and the vectors of its k closest neighbors (weighted by each pair's similarity), so that the vector representation of breakfast becomes a weighted sum of breakfast, morning, food, cereal, and so forth. By using only the closest neighbors, we exclude low associates of breakfast, such as spoon or vacation, which are only marginally related and therefore likely to generate semantic drift.
Formally, let w be the vector representation (either from an NNLM or alignment model) of a given term. We construct a higher-order representationŵ by linearly interpolating w with its top associates, those vectors with highest value of a pairwise scoring function s:
where s is the function that measures the lexical similarity between terms, and depends on the representations used (s align or s cos , see below). N k (w(i)), the neighborhood of the vector w(i), denotes the indices of the k term vectors with highest values of s(w(i), ·), and k is a hyperparameter that controls how many vectors are interpolated. The resulting vectors are renormalized, as discussed later. 9 It is important to note that this process of creating higher-order vectors can be trivially iterated arbitrarily, constructing a second-order model from a first-order model, then a third-order model from a second, etc. Intuitively, this models paths of increasing length in the association graph over terms. We now describe the concrete implementations of the procedure in the alignment and the NNLM settings.
Higher-order Alignment: In the alignment setting, where the vector w(i) for term i contains the probabilities that the source (answer) term i is aligned with the destination (question) term j, we use
where T is the translation probability from Equation (3). We normalize theŵ vectors of Equation (7) using the L 1 norm, so that each continues to represent a probability distribution. Intuitively, the second-order alignment distribution w(i) for source term i is a linear combination of term i's most probable destination terms' distributions, weighted by the destination probabilities from w(i). The higher-order models greatly reduce the sparsity of the first-order alignment graph. In a first-order word alignment model (i.e., using only direct evidence) trained on approximately 70,000 question/answer pairs (see §6.1), source words align with an average of 31 destination words with non-zero probability, out of a 103,797 word vocabulary. The second-order model aligns 1,535 destination words to each source word on average; the third-order model, 8,287; and the fourth-order model, 15,736. In the results section, we observe that this sparsity reduction is only helpful up to a certain point; having too many associates for each word reduces performance on the QA task.
Higher-order NNLM:
In the NNLM setting, we use the cosine similarity of vectors as interpolation weights and to choose the nearest neighbors:
We found that applying the softmax function to each term's vector of k-highest s cos similarities, to ensure all interpolation weights are positive and have a consistent range across terms, improved performance. As such, all higher-order NNLM models use this softmax normalization.
The resulting interpolation can be conceptualized in several ways. Viewing cosine similarity as a representation of entailment (Beltagy et al., 2013) , the higher-order NNLM model reflects multiple-hop inference on top of the corresponding association graph, similar to the higher-order alignment model. The interpolation could also be viewed as smoothing term representations in vector space, averaging each term's vector with its nearest neighbors according to their cosine similarity.
Higher-order Hybrid Model: We also implement a hybrid model, which interpolates the alignment distribution vectors, but using the pairwise cosine similarities from the NNLM setting:
where w N (i) and w A (i) are respectively the NNLM vector and alignment vector representations for term i, and s cos is cosine similarity. In addition, we experimented with the opposite hybrid model: interpolating the NNLM vectors using alignment associate probabilities as weights, but found that it did not perform as well as using NNLM similarities to interpolate alignment vectors. Our conjecture is that the higher order technique can be viewed as a method of reducing sparsity (either in the vectors or in the context used to create them), and since the NNLM vectors trained on words (as opposed to dependencies) are less sparse, they benefit less from this technique.
Experiments

Data
To test the utility of our approach, we experimented with the QA scenario introduced in §3 using the subset of Yahoo! Answers Corpus introduced by Jansen et al. (2014) 10 . Yahoo! Answers 11 is an open domain community-generated QA site, with questions and answers that span formal and precise to informal and ambiguous language. This corpus contains 10,000 QA pairs from a corpus of how questions. Each question contains at least four community-generated answers, one of which was voted as the top answer. The number of answers to each question ranged from 4 to over 50, with the average 9. 50% of QA pairs were used for training, 25% for development, and 25% for test.
The following additional resources were used:
NNLM Corpus: We generated vector representations for words using the word2vec model of Mikolov et al. (2013) , using the skip-gram architecture with hierarchical sampling. Vectors are trained using the entire Gigaword corpus of approximately 4G words. 12 We used 200-dimensional vectors (Jansen et al., 2014) .
Alignment Corpus:
We use a separate partition of QA pairs to train an alignment model between questions and top answers. This corpus of 67,972 QA pairs does not overlap with the collection of 10,000 pairs used for the training, development, and testing partitions, but was chosen according to the same criteria. The alignment model was trained using GIZA++ over five iterations of IBM Model 1.
Tuning
The following hyperparameters were tuned independently to maximize P@1 on the development partition of the Yahoo! Answers dataset: Number of Vectors Interpolated: We investigated the effects of varying k in Eq. 7, i.e., the number of most-similar neighbor vectors interpolated when constructing a higher-order model. We experimented with values of k ranging from 1 to 100 and found that the value does not substantially affect results across the second-order word alignment models. Since vectors used in the higherorder interpolation are weighted by their similarity to a vector w, this is likely due to a swift decrease in values of the pairwise similarity function, s(w, ·), beyond the vectors closest to w. We chose to use k = 20 because it comes from a stabler maximum, and it is sufficiently small to make construction of higher-order models feasible in terms of time and memory usage. Base Representation Type: We compared the effects of using either words or lemmas as the base lexical unit for the LS models, and found that words achieved higher P@1 scores in both the alignment and NNLM models on the development dataset. As such, all results reported here use words for the syntax-independent models, and tuples of words for the syntax-driven models. Content Filtering: We investigated using partof-speech (POS) tags to filter the content consid-12 LDC catalog number LDC2012T21 ered by the lexical similarity models, by excluding certain non-informative classes of words such as determiners. Using POS tags generated by Stanford's CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) , we filtered content to only include nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs for the word-based models, and tuples where both words have one of these four POS tags for the syntax-based models. We found that this increased P@1 scores for all wordbased alignment and NNLM models (including the Levy-Goldberg (L-G) model 13 ), but did not improve performance for models that used dependency representations. 14 Results reported in the remainder of this paper use this POS filtering for all word-based alignment and NNLM models (including L-G's) as well as the dependency alignment model, but not for our dependency NNLM model. 15
Baselines
We compare against five baseline models:
Random: selects an answer randomly;
CR: uses the ranking provided by our shallow answer Candidate Retrieval (CR) component; Jansen et al. (2014) : the best-performing lexical semantic model reported in Jansen et al. (2014) (row 6 in their Table 1 ). 16 PR U : PageRank (Page et al., 1999) with uniform teleportation probabilities, constructed over the word alignment graph. Let A be the rowstochastic transition matrix of this graph, where the ith row of A is the vector w(i) (see §4.2). Following the PR algorithm, we add small "teleportation" probabilities from a teleportation matrix T 17 to the alignment matrix, producing a PageRank 13 We modified the L-G algorithm to ignore any dependencies not matching this filtering criterion when building the context for a word.
14 We hypothesize that our filtering criterion for dependencies, which requires both head and modifiers to have one of the four POS tags, was too aggressive. We will explore other filtering criteria in future work. 15 Although filtered dependencies yielded slightly lower results in our tuning experiments, we use them in the dependency alignment experiments because the unfiltered thirdorder dependency alignment model was too large to fit into memory. 16 We do not report the performance of their discoursebased models, because these models use additional resources making them incompatible with the work shown here. 17 We construct the teleportation matrix T by setting each row of T to be a uniform probability distribution, i.e., each entry in a row of T is 1/|V |, where |V | is the vocabulary size.
204 matrix P = α * A + (1 − α) * T . Following previous work (Page et al., 1999) , we used α = 0.15. Then, we compute the matrix products P 2 , P 3 , ..., using rows in these products as vector representations for terms. Thus, the ith row of P k gives the conditional probabilities of arriving at each term in the graph after k transitions beginning at term i.
PR P : Personalized PageRank (Agirre and Soroa, 2009 ). This method follows the same algorithm as PR U , but uses NNLM similarities of terms to define non-uniform teleportation probabilities (following the intuition that teleportation likelihood should be correlated with semantic similarity of terms). In particular, we obtain the ith row of T by computing the pairwise cosine similarities of term i's NNLM vector with every other term's vector, and taking the softmax of these similarities to produce a probability distribution, v(i). To account for missing terms (due to the difference in the alignment and NNLM corpora) we smooth all teleportation probabilities by adding a small value, , to each entry of v(i). The renormalized v(i) then becomes the ith row of T .
Results
Analysis of higher-order models Table 1 shows the performance of first-order and higher-order alignment and NNLM models across representation type. Rows in the table are labeled with the orders of the representations used. W indicates a model where the base units are words, while D indicates a model where the base units are dependencies; A denotes an alignment model, while N denotes an NNLM model. Distinct features are generated for each order representation ( § §4.1, 4.2, 5) and used in the SVM model. For example, WN(1-3) uses features constructed from the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order representations of the word-based NNLM. Combining multiple orders into a single feature space is important, as each order captures different information. For example, the top five closest associates for the term dog under WN(1) are: puppy, cat, dogs, dachshund, and pooch, whereas the top associates under WN(2) are: mixedbreed, hound, puppy, rottweiler, and groomer. Aggregating features from all orders into a single ranking model guarantees that all this information is jointly modeled. We use the standard implementations for precision at 1 (P@1) and mean reciprocal rank (MRR) (Manning et al., 2008) .
Several trends are apparent in the table: (i) All first-order lexical models outperform the random and CR baselines, as well as the system of Jansen et al. The latter result is explained by the novel features proposed in §4.1 and §4.2. We detail the contribution of these features in the ablation experiment summarized later in Table 4. (ii) More importantly, both P@1 and MRR generally increase as we incorporate higher-order versions of each lexical model. Out of the six LS models investigated, five improve under their corresponding higher-order configurations. This gain is most pronounced for the dependency alignment (DA) model, whose P@1 increases from 25.9% for the first-order model to 29.4% for a model that incorporates first, second, and thirdorder features. In general, the performance increase in higher-order models is larger for sparser first-order models, where the higher-order models fill in the knowledge gaps of their corresponding first-order variants. This sparsity is generated by multiple causes: (a) alignment models are sparser than NNLMs because they were trained on less data (approximately 67K question-answer pairs vs. the entire Gigaword); (b) models that use syntactic dependencies as the base lexical units are sparser than models that use words. We conjecture that this is why we see the biggest improvement from higher order for DA (which combines both sources of sparsity), and we do not see an improvement for the word-based NNLM (WN). This hypothesis is supported by the analysis of the corresponding association graphs: in the WA model, counting the number of words comprising the top 99% of the probability mass distribution for each word shows sparse representations with 10.1 most-similar words on average; in the WN model, the same statistic shows dense distributed representations with the top 99% of mass distributed across 1.2 million most-similar words per word (or, about 99% of the vocabulary).
(iii) The higher-order models perform well up to an order of 3 or 4, but not further. For example, the performance of the word alignment model (WA) decreases at order 4 (row 7); similarly, the performance of the word NNLM (WN) decreases at order 5 (row 12). This supports our initial observation that long paths in the association graph accumulate noise, which leads to semantic drift.
(iv) The Levy-Goldberg NNLM (DN L-G ) is the best first-order model, whereas our dependency- Table 1 : Overall results on the Yahoo! Answers dataset using first-order representations (1) and first-order in combination with higher-order representations (1-n). Bold font indicates the best score in a given column for each model group. An asterisk indicates that a score is significantly better (p < 0.05) than the first-order version of that model. All significance tests were implemented using one-tailed non-parametric bootstrap resampling using 10,000 iterations. Table 4 : Ablation experiments for first-order word models.
Each row removes a single feature from the corresponding complete model ("all features").
word-based second-order models (WA and WN). As expected, the personalized PR algorithm performs better than PR U . However, their performance drops for the third-order models (rows 26 and 29), whereas our models continue to improve in their third-order configuration. All our thirdorder models perform better than all third-order PR models. This is caused by our "cautious" traversal strategy that considers only the closest neighbors during random walks, which controls for semantic drift better than the PR methods. Furthermore, the resources required for PR are considerably larger than the ones needed to implement our methods. Table 2 summarizes the requirements of the PR algorithm compared to our closest method (WA). As the table shows, PR has a runtime that is two orders of magnitude larger than WA's, and requires four times as much memory to store the generated higher-order matrices.
Combining NNLMs and alignment models
We explore combinations of NNLMs and alignment models in Table 3 , which lists results when higher-order NNLMs and alignment models are combined for a given representation type. Each line in the table corresponds to a single answer reranking model, which incorporates features from multiple LS models. These experiments reinforce our previous observations: higher-order models perform better than their first-order variants regardless of representation type, but performance increases only for relatively low orders, e.g., 3 orders for words and words combined with dependencies, or 2 orders for dependencies. Importantly, the table shows that the combination of NNLMs and alignment models across representation types is beneficial. For example, the best first-order combined model (row 11 in Table 3) performs similarly to the best higher-order individual LS model (row 18 in Table 1 ). The best combined higher-order model (row 13 in Table 3) has a P@1 score of 33.01, approximately 1.2% higher than the best individual LS model (row 18 in Table 1 ). To our knowledge, this is the 207 highest performance reported on this Yahoo! Answers corpus, surpassing the best model of Jansen et. al (2014) , which incorporates both shallow and deep discourse information, and achieves 32.9 P@1.
Feature ablation experiments
Although the main focus of this work is on higherorder LS models, Table 1 shows that even our first-order models perform better than the previous state of the art. This is caused by the novel features proposed over alignment models and NNLMs. To understand the contribution of each of these features, we performed an ablation experiment, summarized in Table 4 , for two models: one alignment model (WA), and one NNLM (WN). This analysis indicates that many of the features proposed are important. For example, two of the novel JSD features for WA have a higher contribution to overall QA performance than the alignment probability (P (Q|A)) proposed in previous work (Surdeanu et al., 2011) . For WN, the two new features proposed here (maximum and minimum cosine similarity between embedding vectors) also have a positive contribution to overall performance, but less than the other two features proposed in previous work (Yih et al., 2013; Jansen et al., 2014) .
Discussion
One important observation yielded by the previous empirical analysis is that higher-order models perform well for sparse first-order variants (e.g., DA), but not for first-order models that rely on already dense association graphs (e.g., WN). We suspect that in densely populated graphs, modeling context becomes critical for successful higherorder models. Returning to our example from §1, a densely populated graph may already have the associations breakfast -pancakes and pancakes -hashbrowns that allow it to identify restaurants with favorable breakfast foods. Exploring higherorder associations in this situation is only beneficial if context is carefully maintained, otherwise an answer reranking system may erroneously select answer candidates with different contexts due to accumulated semantic drift (e.g., answers that discuss films, using associations from texts reviewing Breakfast at Tiffany's). Incorporating word-sense disambiguation or topic modeling into alignment or NNLM models may begin to address these contextual issues by preferentially associating terms within a given topic (such as restaurants or films), ultimately reducing semantic drift, and extending these higher-order methods beyond a few hops in the graph. Our analysis suggests that the extra sparsity that contextually-dependent representations introduce may make those models even more amenable to the higher-order methods discussed here.
More generally, we believe that graph-based inference provides a robust but approximate middleground to inference for QA. Where inference using first-order logic offers provably-correct answers but is relatively brittle (see Ch. 1 in MacCartney (2009)), LS methods offer robustness, but have lacked explanatory power and the ability to connect knowledge into short inference chains. Here we have demonstrated that higher-order methods capitalize on indirect evidence gathered by connecting multiple direct associations, and in doing so significantly increase performance over LS approaches that use direct evidence alone. By incorporating contextual information and making use of the short inference chains generated by traversing these graphical models, we hypothesize that graph-based systems will soon be able to construct simple justifications for their answer selection (e.g., pancakes are a breakfast food, and hashbrowns go well with pancakes). We hope it will soon be possible to fill this gap in inference methods for QA with higher-order LS models for robust but approximate inference.
Conclusions
We introduce a higher-order formalism that allows lexical semantic models to capitalize on both direct and indirect evidence. We demonstrate that many lexical semantic models, including monolingual alignment and neural network language models, working over surface or syntactic representations, can be trivially adapted to this higher-order formalism. Using a corpus of thousands of non-factoid how questions, we experimentally demonstrate that higher-order methods perform better than their first-order variants for most lexical semantic models investigated, with statistically-significant relative gains of up to 13% over the corresponding first order models.
